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Abstract
Background: Carnivorous plants possess diverse sets of enzymes with novel functionalities 
applicable to biotechnology, proteomics, and bioanalytical research. Chitinases constitute an 
important class of such enzymes, with future applications including human-safe antifungal agents 
and pesticides. Here, we compare chitinases from the genome of the carnivorous plant Drosera 
capensis to those from related carnivorous plants and model organisms.
Methods: Using comparative modeling, in silico maturation, and molecular dynamics simulation, 
we produce models of the mature enzymes in aqueous solution. We utilize network analytic 
techniques to identify similarities and differences in chitinase topology.
Results: Here, we report molecular models and functional predictions from protein structure 
networks for eleven new chitinases from D. capensis, including a novel class IV chitinase with two 
active domains. This architecture has previously been observed in microorganisms but not in 
plants. We use a combination of comparative and de novo structure prediction followed by 
molecular dynamics simulation to produce models of the mature forms of these proteins in 
aqueous solution. Protein structure network analysis of these and other plant chitinases reveal 
characteristic features of the two major chitinase families.
General Significance: This work demonstrates how computational techniques can facilitate 
quickly moving from raw sequence data to refined structural models and comparative analysis, and 
to select promising candidates for subsequent biochemical characterization. This capability is 
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increasingly important given the large and growing body of data from high-throughput genome 
sequencing, which makes experimental characterization of every target impractical.
Keywords
chitinase; protein sequence analysis; protein structure prediction; protein structure network; 
molecular dynamics; in silico maturation
Introduction
Chitin, a polymer of β-(1,4)-N acetylglucosamine (GlcNAc), is the second-most abundant 
biopolymer.1 Chitinases (EC 3.2.1.14) are ubiquitous even among organisms that do not 
produce chitin, with the latter employing them for purposes of digestion and/or defense. 
These enzymes cleave chitin at the β-1,4 linkage of N-acetyl glucosamine units, although 
substantial variation in activity and substrate specificity exists. Some chitinases can also 
cleave peptidoglycans at β-1,4 linkages between N-acetylmuramic acid and N-acetyl-D-
glucosamine, and chitodextrins between N-acetyl-D-glucosamine units. Plant chitinases 
sometimes have multiple functionalities; some display lysozyme activity,2 while others have 
a calcium storage function.3 In humans, chitinases are produced in response to fungal 
infections, a feature of the innate immune system that is suppressed in immunocompromised 
individuals, including AIDS patients, transplant recipients, and burn victims.4 These 
enzymes and related chitin-binding proteins are expressed in human lung tissue, where they 
are dysregulated in cystic fibrosis and asthma.5
In plants, these enzymes are expressed in response to environmental stress and pathogen or 
pest infestation,6 driving efforts to overexpress particularly effective examples in transgenic 
crop plants.7 Carnivorous plants use chitinases as part of the prey capture response: active 
chitinases have been found in the pitcher fluid of Nepenthes,8,9 and in the digestive fluids of 
the Venus flytrap.10 However, the extent to which chitin is used as a nitrogen source remains 
controversial. Drosera capensis plants fed on chitin incorporate its nitrogen into their leaf 
tissue; however nutrient uptake is less efficient than for plants fed on protein.11 Examination 
of insect carcasses after digestion reveals that 40-60% of the total nitrogen is unused,12,13 
consistent with the observation that the remains of insect exoskeletons appear mostly intact.
14
 However, chitinase expression is upregulated in the presence of prey in the related species 
Nepenthes alata. In Drosera rotundifolia, an increase in both expression of chitinase mRNA 
and chitinase activity was induced by addition of crustacean chitin with mechanical 
stimulation of the traps.15 The prey-induced induction of chitinase activity, despite the low 
efficiency of chitin use, may indicate that chitinases primarily function to inhibit fungal 
growth in the traps, just as cytotoxic peptides discourage microbial growth in the fluid of 
Nepenthes pitchers.16,17
Here, we compare novel chitinases recently discovered from the genome of the Cape sundew 
(Drosera capensis),18 to those from other carnivorous plants in order Caryophylalles. The 
conservation of the overall protein folds and active site architectures suggests that many of 
the D. capensis chitinase sequences form functional enzymes. We use sequence analysis, 
comparative modeling with all-atom refinement followed by in silico maturation,19 and 
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investigation of protein structure networks to identify structurally distinct subgroups of 
proteins for subsequent expression and biochemical characterization.
Results and Discussion
Two Distinct Families of Carnivorous Plant Chitinases Are Found
Gene sequences annotated as coding for chitinases using the MAKER-P (v2.31.8) pipeline20 
and a BLAST search against SwissProt (downloaded 8/30/15) and InterProScan21 were 
clustered by sequence similarity, along with chitinases previously identified from Dionaea 
muscipula10 and various species of Drosera and Nepenthes.22 Annotated sequence 
alignments of the Family 18 and Family 19 chitinases are shown in Supplementary Figures 
S1 and S2, respectively. We have identified four fragments ranging from 41%-100% identity 
to the DcChit1_1 fragment previously found by Renner and Specht in D. capensis genomic 
DNA22 (Supplementary Figure S3). Several well-characterized reference sequences (e.g 
chitinases from Vitis vinifera, Brassica napus, and Hordeum vulgare) are also included for 
comparison. Using the characterization scheme of the carbohydrate-active enzymes (CAZy) 
database,23,24 the chitinases investigated here belong to Family 18 (orange) or Family 19 
(green). Overall, the sequence identity among the Family 18 chitinases from Caryophylalles 
carnivorous plants is much higher than that of Family 19, as illustrated in Figure 1A and B. 
These two types of chitinases have different folds and are thought to have evolved 
independently,,25,26 consistent with their separation into separate clusters (Figure 1C). 
Family 18 contains types III and V, while types I, II and IV belong to Family 1910.
D. capensis Chitinases are Predicted to Adopt Folds Consistent with Active Enzymes
Family 18 chitinases, which retain the β-anomeric carbon stereochemistry from the substrate 
to the product, adopt the (α-β)8 triosephosphateisomerase (TIM)-barrel fold,28,29 shown for 
DCAP_0106 in Figure 2A. The in silico maturation process, which we have previously 
described for cysteine proteases,19 is illustrated in Supplementary Figure S4. The active site 
(Figure 2B), consists of a characteristic DXXDXDXE motif.28,29 The “tunnel” containing 
the active site is shaped by an unusual structural feature, two non-proline cis peptide bonds 
that are highly conserved, although the particular residues involved are somewhat variable.
3,30
 The cis peptide bonds (shown in black in Figure 2C), are captured by the molecular 
models for all full-length Family 18 chitinases examined here. The shape of the tunnel and 
the surface formed by the aromatic rings opposite the catalytic D and E residues acts to 
guide the chitin polymer chains into the active site, leading to processive activity.31 The 
ability of Family 18 chitinases to keep the strand that is currently being degraded from re-
encountering solid substrate is thought to be a key determinant of their ability to hydrolyze 
crystalline polysaccharides.32
The Family 19 chitinases, all of which are characterized by an anomeric inverting 
mechanism,33 have diverse structural features. Much of the structural and functional 
diversity results from two highly variable regions, the C-rich chitin-binding domain and the 
P-rich hinge,34,35 each of which may vary in length or be absent altogether. We have 
identified two class I chitinases (DCAP_4817 and DCAP_5513) and one class IV chitinase 
(DCAP_0533) from the D. capensis genome. Most of the sequences in this set contain N-
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terminal secretion signals, however two D. spatulata sequences (Q6IVX2_9CARY and 
Q6IVX4_9CARY) and the reference sequence CHI2_BRANA contain short C-terminal 
extensions indicating targeting to the vacuole, consistent with their playing a purely 
defensive role. One sequence each from D. capensis (DCAP_5513), D. rotundifolia 
(Q6IV09_DRORT), and D. spatulata (Q6DUK0_9CARY) is missing one or more critical 
active site residues; in other organisms, enzymatically non-functional chitinase homologs are 
often present and can serve as chitin-binding proteins.36 The predicted structure after in 
silico maturation for a representative chitinase, VF-1 from D. muscipula (Figure 2) is in 
good agreement overall with the homology model of Paszota et al.,10 with the active site 
residues positioned in a shallow cleft on the surface of the active domain. The two models 
do differ in the relative orientations of the domains; however examination of the other 
models in this set suggests that the P-rich hinge is highly flexible (Supplementary Figure 
S5).
Because sequence identity between our targets and proteins with solved structures is only 
moderate (in the range of 30-50 %), comparative modeling with all-atom refinement was 
used. The starting structures are predicted using the Robetta implementation37 of Rosetta38. 
This approach uses a combination of fragment homology and de novo structure prediction, 
and is regularly validated via CAMEO39. Our modeling approach, in which the starting 
Rosetta structures are subjected to in silico maturation, was previously validated 
experimentally when the x-ray structure of a cysteine protease we had previously predicted 
was solved. The crystal structure of Dionain 1 (PDB ID 5A24),40 shows excellent agreement 
with our predicted structure, with the prediction capturing all major secondary structural 
elements and exhibiting only minor deviations in the flexible loop regions.19 For the 
chitinases, fragment homology was the primary method used. Sequence alignments for the 
target molecule with all of the template sequences used by Rosetta are shown for 
representative members of Family 18 and Family 19 in Supplementary Figures S6 and S7, 
respectively. For DCAP_2209 (Family 18), excluding the N-terminal signal sequence, 100% 
of the sequence aligns with homologous regions in the 11 template sequences (tabulated in 
Supplementary Table S1). For DCAP_5513, excluding the N-terminal signal sequence, only 
one 6-residue stretch of the P-rich region is not directly homologous to at least one of the 
template sequences (tabulated in Supplementary Table S2). As a further validation, a blind 
structure prediction was performed for the reference sequence HORV2, in which the actual 
pdb structure of this molecule (PDBID 1CNS, 2BAA)41 was excluded from the template set. 
The predicted and experimental structures are shown overlaid in Supplementary Figure S8. 
After equilibration, the backbone RMSD between these structures was 1.01 Å. All major 
secondary structure elements are reproduced, with only minor differences in relative 
orientation as well as some deviation in the loops and termini.
The Class IV Chitinase DCAP_0533 Has Two Functional Domains
We have identified a new class IV chitinase from Drosera capensis, DCAP_0533. A class IV 
chitinase has previously been described as one of the most abundant proteins in the pitcher 
fluid N. alata,16 where it preferentially hydrolyzes small GlcNAc oligomers over larger 
polymeric substrates.42 Unlike other known plant chitinases, DCAP_0533 contains two class 
IV catalytic domains. The N-terminal domain appears to be fully active, while the C-
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terminal domain lacks one of the active residues but containts a full complement of 
substrate-binding residues(Figure 2E, Supplementary Figures S9-S10). Multidomain 
chitinases containing dedicated substrate-binding domains have previously been observed in 
microbes.43 For example, ChiA from the thermophilic archeon Pyrococcus kodakaraensis, 
has two chitinase domains and three catalytically inactive substrate binding domains, 
allowing separate optimizaton of substrate binding and catalytic function. 44 AFM data 
suggests the binding is mostly determined by interaction of the aromatic residues in the 
binding site (orange in Figure 2E) with the pyranose rings of the substrate.45 This type of 
functionality has not been previously observed in plants; we hypothesize that it is an 
adaptation associated with carnivory, perhaps related to more effective breakdown of small 
oligosaccharides to components that can be used as a nitrogen source.
Network Analysis Shows Substantial Topological Differences by Family and within 
Proteins
When selecting potential targets for biophysical characterization, it is useful to consider 
general patterns of structural similarity or difference within and between families that may 
correlate with functional differences. Protein structure networks are useful for this purpose, 
as they directly encode the potential for direct physical interaction between functional 
groups (rather than representing detailed structure through properties such as side chain 
dihedral angles that can often vary substantially and dynamically without impacting protein 
function). Here we employ the PSN representation of Benson and Daggett,47 where vertices 
represent small moieties and edges represent the potential for direct interaction (as 
determined by moiety-specific proximity constraints). Given two or more such PSNs, we 
may compare their topology by the structural distance method of,48 identifying the smallest 
number of edge changes (i.e. altered inter-moiety interactions) needed to make one PSN 
isomorphic to the other. Figure 3 depicts respective hierarchical clusterings of the Family 18 
(panel A) and Family 19 (panel B) chitinases based on this notion of structural similarity, 
with distances normalized by the number of vertices to yield a metric with units of average 
changed interactions per moiety. For Family 18, the pattern of topological similarity is 
strikingly close to the pattern of sequence similarity, although somewhat more diversity can 
be seen among structures than among sequences (compare with Figure 1). By contrast, 
topological clustering of Family 19 chitinases shows substantial differences from the 
sequence-based clustering. For instance, while DCAP_0533, A9ZMK1_NEPAL, and 
Q6IV09_DRORT belong to an outlying but internally cohesive cluster with respect to 
sequence similarity, the three show markedly different topologies (and, indeed, are split 
between the two large structural clusters characterizing the family). More broadly, we find 
that the Family 19 chitinases divide structurally into two primary clusters (rather than the 
four obtained from sequence similarity), both of which are internally heterogeneous and 
neither of which maps cleanly onto the clusters found by sequence similarity. The 
relationship between sequence and structure is thus much more tightly coupled for Family 
18 than Family 19.
Further insight into the structural differences between the two families can be obtained by 
considering variation in the properties of their respective PSNs. Here, we examine four basic 
graph-level indices (GLIs) related to protein network organization. Transitivity49 is defined 
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as the fraction of (i,j,k) two-paths for which there exists an (i,k) edge, and is a standard 
measure of triadic closure; in the PSN context, higher levels of transitivity are associated 
with structures that are closely and uniformly packed, with few cavities or extended regions. 
Degree is defined as the number of edges incident on a given vertex; for a PSN, this 
corresponds to the number of other moieties with which a given chemical group is in 
contact. The standard deviation of the degree distribution within a PSN then provides a 
measure of the level of heterogeneity in local packing around chemical groups, and we 
employ it here as a second GLI. At a somewhat less local level, the (degree) core number of 
a given vertex50 provides a measure of the extent to which that vertex is embedded in a 
region of high cohesion within the graph. More precisely, the k-th core (or k-core) of a graph 
is defined as the maximum set of vertices having at least k neighbors within the set. The core 
number of a vertex is then the number of the highest-order k-core to which it belongs. 
Although each k-core is not necessarily cohesive as a whole, cores with k ≥ 2 are composed 
of unions of cohesive subgraphs, such that all vertices with high core numbers necessarily 
belong to highly cohesive subgroups. In a PSN context, cohesive subgroups of moieties are 
joined by multiple, redundant paths and cannot be pulled apart without severing large 
numbers of edges. At the level of the entire PSN, then, the standard deviation of the core 
number serves as an indicator of the degree of heterogeneity in structural cohesion, and 
distinguishes between highly organized structures and structures that combine rigidly and 
loosely bound regions. Finally, we consider an indicator of the global path structure within 
the PSN, which we call M-eccentricity. The eccentricity of a vertex is the maximum 
geodesic distance from that vertex to any other vertex in the graph;51 we here refer to the 
corresponding mean geodesic distance as the M-eccentricity. Vertices with high M-
eccentricity are on average peripheral to the graph structure, while those with low M-
eccentricity are relatively centrally located. At the level of the PSN as a whole, the standard 
deviation of the M-eccentricity distinguishes between uniformly globular structures and 
structures with deformations or other elongations, and we employ it as our fourth GLI.
Panel C of Figure 3 shows the distribution of the above GLI values for both chitinase 
families. All GLIs were calculated using the sna library;52 to facilitate visualization, each 
GLI was standardized across the combined set of PSNs by subtracting the mean and dividing 
by the standard deviation prior to analysis. As is clear from Figure 3, the two families differ 
markedly on these four characteristics. On average, the Family 18 structures are 
substantially more homogeneous with respect to extended structure, local packing, and 
cohesion, while also being less transitive (p < 0.001 for all measures, two-tailed t-test). With 
respect to variation within family, the Family 18 structures show significantly less variability 
in eccentricity heterogeneity and transitivity (permutation test of logged IQR ratios, 
respective p values < 1e – 5 and 0.015), but more comparable variability with respect to 
heterogeneity in local packing and cohesion (respectively p = 0.073 and p = 0.066, not 
significant).
To provide an intuition for how these patterns play out in specific cases, Figure 4 shows 
vertex-level core numbers and M-eccentricity scores for the structures of CF821_NEPMI 
(Family 18) and DCAP_5513 (Family 19). These structures have low median distance to 
each other structure in the family, and are hence broadly representative of the classes in 
question. The core number visualizations of panels (a) and (b) clearly show that 
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CF821_NEPMI is dominated be a large and uniformly cohesive core region, with few 
vertices in the outer region (i.e., lower cores). By contrast, the highly irregular structure of 
DCAP_5513 has numerous areas of low cohesion (including much of the C-rich domain) as 
well as the highly cohesive region associated with the central helices (compare with Figure 
2). Differences in global structure are brought into sharp relief by the M-eccentricity 
visualizations of panels (c) and (d). The uniform and tightly connected topology of 
CF821_NEPMI results in a large number of vertices with short path distances to nearly all 
other chemical groups in the protein, and relatively little overall variation. Moieties in 
DCAP_5513, on the other hand, may be at an average distance of more than 9 steps from the 
rest of the protein, with large differences between the relatively central vertices in the helical 
region and those in the outer portions of the C-rich domain or the P-rich hinge.
Taken together, these findings suggest substantial structural differences in the basic 
organization of the Family 18 and Family 19 chitinases, with the former having more 
internally homogeneous structures, and with structural differences being more closely 
related to differences in sequence. Family 19 is on the whole more diverse, and contains 
members that are on average less internally homogeneous. The presence of a higher volume 
of low-cohesion regions in the Family 19 chitinases suggests that these enzymes may be 
more prone to thermal denaturation than those in Family 18 (since low-cohesion regions 
require fewer disrupted edges to pull apart), but may also have functional significance (e.g., 
by allowing enhanced flexibility). Such structural insights from PSN topology complement 
those gained by studying specific features, and are more easily extended to analyzing large 
numbers of sequences.
Materials and Methods
Sequence Alignment and Prediction of Putative Protein Structures
Sequences were aligned with ClustalOmega53 (gap open penalty = 10.0, gap extension 
penalty = 0.05, hydrophilic residues = GPSNDQERK, weight matrix = BLOSUM). 
Secretion signal sequences were predicted using SignalP 4.1.54 Structure prediction was 
performed as in.18 In the first stage, the Robetta37 implementation of Rosetta38 was used to 
produce an initial model for each protein. In the second stage, the model was subjected to 
“in silico maturation.” Signal peptides were removed, and disulfide bonds identified by a 
combination of homology and distance constraints. Protonation states of active site residues 
were corrected to match literature values where necessary; for Family 18 chitinases, we 
approximate the sharing of a proton between active site residues D1 and D2 by protonation 
of D1 (which results in realistic side chain orientations and preserves the attractive 
interaction between D1 and D2). In the third and final stage, we equilibrated each matured 
enzyme model in explicit solvent (TIP3P water55) under periodic boundary conditions using 
NAMD.56 Simulation was performed using the CHARMM36 forcefield,57 with each model 
being energy-minimized for 10,000 iterations and then simulated at 293K for 500ps; the 
final protein conformation was retained for subsequent analysis. For the one reference 
sequence for which a structure was available (HORV2, PDB ID 2BAA,58), this was used as 
the initial starting model (following removal of heteroatoms and protonation using 
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REDUCE59). PDB files corresponding to the equilibrated structures for all the proteins 
discussed in this manuscript are available in the supplemental information.
Network Modeling and Analysis
We mapped each equilibrated protein structure to a protein structure network (PSN) as 
defined by the representation of47 using software tools from;18 these in turn make use of 
VMD60 and the statnet toolkit61,62 within the R statistical computing system.63 To compare 
PSNs, we use the structural distance approach of,48 which defines a metric on graph pairs 
that is in our case equal to the number of edges in one graph that would need to be altered in 
order to make it isomorphic to the other. (Isolate addition was performed when comparing 
graphs with differing numbers of vertices.) To remove size effects, the raw distance between 
each pair of PSNs was normalized by the number of vertices, yielding a metric 
corresponding to edge changes per vertex. These normalized structural distances were 
analyzed using hierarchical clustering using R. Additional network analysis and 
visualization was performed using the network and sna libraries within statnet.52,62
Conclusion
Modeling and analysis of Family 18 and 19 chitinases from D. capensis and several related 
species reveal a number of novel enzymes that present promising targets for subsequent 
expression and biophysical characterization. These include what is to our knowledge the first 
plant chitinase found with multiple active domains, as well as several proteins that differ in 
more conventional ways from others in their class. Comparative network analysis of these 
structures reveals within- and between-family differences in structural properties, with 
Family 18 chitinases tending to be substantially more homogeneous in internal structure and 
Family 19 chitinases showing variation in cohesion and packing with possible implications 
for both function and thermal stability. These results also demonstrate the potential of in 
silico pipelines to move rapidly from genomic DNA to predictions of tertiary structure and 
comparative analysis thereof. As the “genomic revolution” makes such data available at an 
ever-increasing rate, such pipelines will become critical to our ability to exploit this 
scientific resource.
Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Highlights:
We report eleven new chitinases from the carnivorous plant Drosera capensis.
A novel two domain class IV chitinase similar to those found in microbes was found.
Protein structure prediction and comparison to other carnivorous plant chitinases reveals 
commonalities.
Sequence and structural motifs are conserved among carnivorous plant chitinases.
Protein structure networks reveal structural differences and predict functionality.
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Figure 1: 
Clustering of chitinases identified from the D. capensis genome, compared with those from 
other Caryophylalles carnivorous plants and well-characterized reference sequences. All of 
the sequences examined belong to GH Families 18 or 19. The sequence dissimilarity used 
here is the e-distance metric of Székely and Rizzo27 (with α = 1). This parameter is a 
weighted function of within-cluster similarities and between-cluster differences with respect 
to a user-specified reference metric, defined here as the raw sequence dissimilarity (1 - 
(%identity)/100).
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Figure 2: 
Equilibrated structures of the mature sequences of chitinases from carnivorous plants. A. 
DCAP_0106, a representative Family 18 chitinase, after in silico maturation. Numbering of 
secondary structure elements follows the convention of Si et al.46 B. Notably, the tunnel 
containing the active site has two surfaces with different chemical properties; the aromatic 
rings (orange) hold the more hydrophobic face of the chitin polymer in place, while the 
acidic residues (red) perform hydrolysis of the glycosidic linkages. C. Two conserved non-
proline cis peptide bonds (black) are critical to shaping the active site tunnel in Family 18 
chitinases. D. Chitinase VF-1 from Dionaea muscipula V5TEI0_DIOMU,10 with important 
sequence features and active site residues labeled (red: acidic active residue. blue: basic 
active residue. yellow: disulfide bond). E. The two-domain chitinase DCAP_0533. Color 
coding is as in D, with the addition of substrate-binding residues in orange.
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Figure 3: 
(a)-(b) Within-family clustering of chitinases by normalized structural distances. Ward’s 
method (in the generalization of27) was employed to construct a hierarchical clustering of 
Family 18 (a) and Family 19 (b) chitinases based on topological dissimilarity. Sequence 
similarity is broadly recapitulated by the structural distances in Family 18, while Family 19 
shows distinct patterns of variation. Differences between families are large, as illustrated in 
(c), which shows distributions of M-eccentricity variation, degree variation, core number 
variation, and transitivity by family. Family 19 chitinases tend to be markedly more 
internally heterogeneous, with chemical groups whose local structural environments vary far 
more than their counterparts in Family 18. Family 19 chitinases also show a higher overall 
level of triadic closure, as captured by transitivity.
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Figure 4: 
PSN Visualizations for family-representative structures C7F821_NEPMI (Family 18, (a) and 
(c)) and DCAP_5513 (Family 19, (b) and (d)). In panels (a) and (b), vertices are colored by 
k-core number; vertices with higher core numbers are embedded in more strongly cohesive 
local structures. Panels (c) and (d) show vertices by M-eccentricity (with higher values 
indicating a higher mean distance to other vertices in the network). The much higher level of 
internal heterogeneity in DCAP_5513 versus C7F821_NEPMI is immediately evident, with 
the former containing complex and irregular structure that subjects some vertices to higher 
levels of both cohesion and proximity than others.
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